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Windows in harmony with nature

Doors and Windows

wooden



Windows and doors Natural Okna
Glazed windows are packages of low-emission
with coefficient Rw=32db (soundproofing) and
U=1,1(thermal penetrability) or lower. A whole range of
anti-burglar, soundproof, anti-dazzle and ornamental 
are of course available.

Window fittings titanium made by German company
Siegenia, which are equipped with micro-ventilation 
and anti-burglar grapple in a tilt & turn sash.

Handles made by Hoppe Secustik are equipped with a
patented locking mechanism, efficiently protecting 
from break-in.

The use of thermoplastic and waterproof from one side 
seal improves durability and tightness.

Windows have proper attestations and certificates for 
the Polish market as well as European markets.

Windows in harmony with nature

Within our full range woodwork offer of Natural Okna, 
you can find windows available in all systems -68mm, 
78mm, 92mm, chest constructed windows, also old, 
Scandinavian, aluminum-wood ones. Besides, we pro-
duce entrance doors and terrace windows based on 
modern solutions. 
The windows are made of many kinds of wood: pine, 
meranti mahogany, larch, oak – accordingly selected, 
glued of 3 or 4 layers, whose growth rings are placed 
alternately, what guarantees stability and durability of 
the structure. 
The system of woodwork painting with the water-
dispersible ecologic paints Gori usage provides the 
layer of highest quality. Four layers: impregnation, 
topping, interlayer, and topcoat give the final color, as 
well as are protecting the wood and guarantee durabi-
lity longevity of the coating. 
For an individual request, on some species of wood is 
possible to implement a woodwork oiling technique.
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68 mm

Glazed windows are packages of low-emission
With coefficient Rw=32db (soundproofing)
and U=1,1W/m2K.

System 68mm

pthermal insulation
package in double-glazed
set U = 1,1 W/m2K

Silicone sealant in the
same color as a varnish.

4-layered painting

Seals resistant to
atmospheric conditions

Pinewood glued in 3 layers

Window fittings titanium made by German
company Siegenia are equipped with microven-
tilation and anti-burglar grapple in a tilt &
turn sash.

Handles made by Hoppe Secustik are
equipped with a patented locking mechanism,
efficiently protecting from break-in.

To increase the heat comfort,
you can install triple-glazed
molding with higher thermal
foactor 

U=0,8W/m2K

Natural Okna 68mm
Single-gasketed

moulding

Natural Okna 68mm
Double-gasketed

moulding

Natural Okna 68mm
Single-gasketed

molding with
preparation

Triple-glazed molding
Special shape of the strip
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System allows achieving thermal parameters
for whole window close to 1,0 w/m2K,

Frame glued in 4 layers of wood with width of
78mm - significantly increase the stability of
the construction,

Much higher thermal isolation, thanks to use
of triple-glazed package, where factor is 
U=0,7W/m2K

Double gasket increases tightness of windows
sash.

Fitting with higher carrying capacity

Triple-glazed package -
4/12/4/12/4-U
= 0,7 W/m2K

Silicone sealant in the
same color as a varnish.

4-layered painting

Seals resistant to
atmospheric conditions

Drip cap

Pine timber glued in 3
layers

System 78mm

Natural Okna 68mm
Double-gasketed

moulding

Natural Okna 68mm
Moulding with

decorative wooden drip
cap
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Frame glued in 4 layers of wood with width of 
92mm,

Very stable and durable construction, at the same
time, increases thermal parameters,

Triple-glazed package with parameter 
U=0,5w/m2K guarantees the best thermal 
protection at the market,

The possibility of connecting thermal function of the
glaze with other functionalities f.e. anti-burglary,
soundproof and for the vast surfaces,

“hot frame” in adjusted color according to
woodwork,

Fitting with higher carrying capacity,

Double gasket increases the tightness of the sash,

available also in retro-molding.

Triple-glazed package -
4/18/4/18/4-U= 0,5 W/m2K

Silicone sealant in the same
color as a varnish

4-layered painting
Farm frame

hot frame

Seals resistant to
atmospheric conditions

Drip cap

Pine timber glued in 4 layers

 Natural Okna 92mm
 Doublegasketed moulding

System 92mm

System allows achieving thermal 
parameters for whole window close 
to 0,8 w/m2K
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System Gemini 68/78mm wood-aluminum

The wood-aluminum window with innovative construc-
tion is based on connecting two independents frames – 
one from wood inside and one from aluminum outside.
Advantages of these windows:

Outer aluminum usage provides for the windows
the best protection from atmospheric conditions,

Aluminium cover plate usage in wooden
windows are essential element in improving the
security,

Perfect for the buildings with aluminum
elevation, as well as for the rooms, where are
better thermal protection and look is necessary.

Natural Windows Gemini
 Doublegasketed

moulding

Double/triple-glazed
package - 4/18/4/18/4-U
= 0,5 W/m2K

Silicone sealant in the
same color as a varnish

4-layered painting

Additional aluminum
molding

Seals resistant to
atmospheric conditions

Pinewood glued in 3
layer



Modern construction solutions, allowing to create 
large glazed surfaces, which are very attractive part 
of the building, and the interior as well. While open 
onto the terrace or garden, increase “open space” 
and help to keep the individual style of every room.

Sliding terrace windows allow creating up to 6 me-
ters in height constructions, in which movable sash 
can be the half of that surface. At the same time, 
the modern fitting system makes possible effort-
less and comfortable closing and opening. Bolting 
is available for the small slit, likewise for the fully 
open door. This product uniquely has the low thre-
shold helping disabled people its usage. 

Folding terrace windows – interesting, large-scale 
solution for these, who are expecting the possibility 
of op ning the window in full-scale – thanks to the 
complete wrapping of the sash on one or two sides.

Thermal insulation set
with double/glazed
package U = 1,1W/m2K
= 0,5 W/m2K

Silicone sealant in the
same color as a varnish.

4-layered painting

Seals resistant to
atmospheric conditions

Pine timber glued in 4
layers

Low threshold

Warm frame

large-scale



Double/triple-glazed
package - 4/12/4/12/4-U =
0,7 W/m2K

Silicone sealant in the
same color as a varnish.

4-layered painting

Seals resistant to
atmospheric conditions

Pine timber glued in 4
layers

Additional elements -
sills, slats and drip caps

System designed for Benelux countries

Frame glued in 3 or 4 layers of wood with the width of 68, 78 or 92mm,

Significantly increases the stability of the construction

Much bigger thermic isolation thanks to triple-glazed package with
coefficient U=0,7w/m2K

Additional decorations elements

Fitting with higher carrying capacity

Beligan system 68/78mm



Besides standard models, we also do 
them according to clients’ project.

Chambranle - Door frame is made of glued laminated wood with a cross 
section of 68mm x 81mm. Such dimensions provide high stability and 
durability.

Door leaf – dimension of the door leaf Natural Okna is 68mm –
thickness and 103mm – height, wood glued in layers.

Glazes – glazes used in Natural Okna doors are anti-theft (P4 class),
darker as normal ones

Fittings in Natural Okna doors have strop lock 20mm with two patent
inserts and locking hooks, which are providing optimal security.

Hinges system BAKA make fluent regulation in two planes possible
and has a high carrying capacity. Additionally, anti-theft grapples are
mounted close to hinges, protecting the door from getting them off.

Gaskets – gaskets type SV made by Deventer company are constructed
from a thermoplastic material, efficiently working with painted
surfaces, resistant to aging.

Paints – Doors Natural Okna are covered by water-based acrylic paints
made by GORI company.

Additional equipment – knob handle, peephole, door closer, magnetic
grapple, handrail, knob insert.

Entrance door
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Additional accessories

All Natural Okna window systems can be used together with a whole
range of accessories. Here are some examples.

Muntin bars

Glazing beads 
in 3 options

Intake ventilators Indoor fittings Handles Wooden windowsill

Available in colors
and wood species that
are additional
accessories to the
window offer.

Simple Sof-line Retro

Soverlap bars
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Decorative elements

Wooden drip cap

Decorative moldingDecorative horizontal dividing bar

Wood colors



Windows in harmony with nature

If you are interested in our

offer, please visit our website

www.naturalokna.eu

Our consultants will help 

you to choose 

the best solution for

your home.

 Natural Okna
ul. Rzemieślnicza 8A

19-400 Olecko
 tel.: +48793770304

biuro@naturalokna.eu


